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Abstract: Scheduling is essential for the proper functioning of multi-core processors for parallel processing. Scheduling of tasks onto
multi-core processors is an interesting problem that is well defined and documented in the literature. Multi-core processor systems are
increasingly commonplace, and have found their way into desktop machines, laptops, and even mobile devices. The rise of the multi-core
processor, in which multiple CPU cores are packed onto a single chip, is the source of this proliferation. These chips have become
popular as computer architects have had a difficult time making a single CPU much faster without using too much power.With the
advent of multi core processors, there is a need to schedule multiple tasks on multiple cores. In this paper we are proposing a new
scheduler algorithm which schedules the multiple tasks on multiple cores of a single chip processor. One task is assign to a single core
and the one is on another core processor within a single chip processor for parallel processing. The main goal of this work is to allow
jobs to scale well with the number of cores. The proposed algorithm will allow each processor core to execute at least one task on single
instance of time. This means if the number of processor cores is four then four tasks will be execute simultaneously on all four cores.
Keywords: Selective Scheduling, Multi-core System, Parallel Processing, Number of Processors

1. Introduction
Scheduling of tasks is essential for every system. Scheduler
is one of the most important parts of an Operating system.
Without scheduler, tasks may not execute in that order
which a user or operating system itself want. Scheduling of
tasks on single core processor is much easy by choosing
existing scheduler programs like Round-Robin, Priority
based, First Come First Serve bases, Shortest job First etc.
Multi-core processors have two or more processing elements
or cores on a single chip. These cores could be of similar
architecture (Synchronous Multi-core Processors, SMPs) or
of different architecture (Asynchronous Multi-core
Processors, AMPs). All the cores necessarily use shared
memory architecture. Multi-core processors have existed
previously in the form of MPSoC (Multi-Processor System
on Chip) but they were limited to a segment of applications
such as networking [13]. The easy availability of multi-core
has forced software programmers to change the way they
think and write their applications [13]. Unfortunately, the
applications written so far are sequential in nature. Multicore processors do not automatically provide performance
improvements to applications the way faster processors did.
Instead applications must be redesigned to increase their
parallelism. Similarly, CPU schedulers must be redesigned
to maximize the performance of this new application
parallelism. CPU scheduling policy (and in a large part
mechanism) is unimportant to a serial application running on
its own machine [2]. An important part of parallel processing
in multi-core reconfigurable systems is to allocate tasks to
processors to achieve the best performance. The objectives
of task scheduling algorithms are to maximize system
throughput by assigning a task to a proper processor,
maximize resource utilization, and minimize execution time.
In a single-processor system, only one process can run at a
time; any others must wait until the CPU is free and can be
rescheduled. The objective of multi-tasking is to have some
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process running at all times, to maximize CPU utilization.
Scheduling is a fundamental operating-system function.
Almost all computer resources are scheduled before use. The
CPU is, of course, one of the primary computer resources.
Thus, its scheduling is central to operating-system design.
CPU scheduling determines which processes run when there
are multiple run-able processes

2. Scheduling Parameters
• CPU Utilization: It is the average fraction of time, during
which the processor is busy.
• Throughput: It refers to the amount of work completed in
a unit of time. The number of processes the system can
execute in a period of time. The higher the number, the
more work is done by the system.
• Waiting Time: The average period of time a process
spends waiting. Waiting time may be expressed as
turnaround time less the actual execution time.
• Turnaround time: The interval from the time of
submission of a process to the time of completion is the
turnaround time.
• Response time: Response time is the time from
submission of a request until the first response is
produced.
• Priority: give preferential treatment to processes with
higher priorities.
• Fairness: Avoid the process from starvation. All the
processes must be given equal opportunity to execute.
Multi-core Processor Architecture
In Multi-core processor architecture two or more chips are
embedded in to single processor chip that are called cores. A
single core is a single complete microprocessor in itself
which can perform all operations as a full microprocessor.
Memory is shared by all available cores in single chip. Most
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of Multi-core processor have single shared cache storage
which leads to mutual accesses in processing.

Figure 1: Block diagram of Multi-core Processor
The efficiency of a parallel computing system is commonly
measured by completion time, speedup, or throughput,
which in turn reflect the quality of the scheduler. Many
algorithms have already been developed which provide
effective solutions. Most of these methods, however, can
solve only limited classes of the scheduling problem [1].
The scheduling problem is known to be NP-complete for the
general case and even for many restricted cases [15].

3. Related Work

Figure 2: windows 8 default single core setting
When open this setting by default active number of
processor core is one. This can be changed by checking the
option of number of processor. Windows 8 uses RoundRobin scheduling [22], which is not enough for multi-core
processor system architecture. In this work we proposes a
new strategy which uses existing traditional algorithms like
Priority based, First Come First Serve bases, Shortest job
First etc.

Many researchers have defined various scheduling
algorithms for multi-core processor systems. Vinay G.
Vaidya’s “Dynamic Scheduler for Multi-core Systems”
scheduler program runs on each processor core to schedule
tasks on each core individually. But the limitation is that a
main program is needed to control all cores [13]. Some other
multi-core schedulers are uses one scheduling algorithm like
“SUBCONTRARY MEAN DYNAMIC ROUND ROBIN
(SMDRR) SCHEDULING ALGORITHM” on each core [21].
SMDRR scheduler runs on each core but there is no main
scheduler to control all tasks which decides which tasks
execute on which core.

4. Problem Formulation
Various schedulers are available for scheduling jobs on
multi-core processors. Many scheduling algorithms have
been proposed in the past. With the advent of multi core
processors, there is a need to schedule multiple tasks on
multiple cores. The scheduling algorithm needs to utilize all
the available cores efficiently. The multi-core processors
may be SMPs (Symmetric multi-processor) or AMPs
(Asymmetric multiple-processors) with shared memory
architecture [13]. This work propose a dynamic scheduling
algorithm called ‘Selective Scheduling’ in which the
scheduler resides on all cores of a multi-core processor and
accesses a shared Task Data Structure (TDS) to pick up
ready-to-execute tasks. This method is unique in the sense
that the processor has the capability of picking up tasks
whenever it is idle.
In MS windows by default only one processor core is active
if the hardware has multiple cores in its architecture.
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Figure 3: Total number of cores in processor
This setting can be changed by type ‘msconfig’ in run
command window and setting can be seen to set 1 core by
default. But the limitation is by activating all the cores there
is no difference in the performance of the system, because
the scheduling is Round-Robin in windows 8 [22]. Thus to
solve this problem ‘Selective Scheduling’ is proposed in this
work. This scheduling algorithm take care of all active cores
available in the hardware of the system and assigns jobs to
all cores for better performance.

5. Research Methodology
The scheduling technique explores in this work is based on
number of cores and can be implemented in the operating
system to schedule jobs.
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6. Selective Scheduling
Selective scheduling is based number processor cores.
Various scheduling algorithms are used in this work such as
FCFS, SJF, Round-Robin, Priority and Pre-emptive
scheduling. Priority is assigned to each job according to
nature of job. In this work scheduling is implemented on
four cores processor.In spite multiple core processors are
available in modern systems [13]. But the limitation is that
at a particular time period one job is executed at one core, at
the same time all other cores are in idle state. Therefore CPU
utilization is decreased continuously.
So there is a solution of this problem in this work.
Scheduling named selective scheduling based on number
processor core is introduced in this work.
Assumptions are, at start point CPU is idle and performance
is measured from the time when the jobs are available on the
system for execution. Then priority is assigned to each job
by the nature of the jobs like Run time, Burst time, job is
either system or Application process. After assigning
priorities each job is assigned to a particular processor core
out of four processor core. There are four cores in processor
therefore 4 jobs are executed at single piece of time. Each
core has its cache memory. Main memory is shared by all
four cores and memory is also divided in to four sections
based on four cores so that memory access is made fast by
each core and collision does not occur between all cores at
the time of execution.
Response time is also reduced by this scheduling. When a
new job is occurred it is assigned to one processor core for
first response and running job on that core is primped at that
time. Context switching is used in this condition. At first
response priority of new job is compared with priority of
existing job. If priority of new job is higher than existing job
then new job is assigned to that core and existing job is put
in waiting state.
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